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Abstract
Objectives: To invoke behavioral economics theories of ambiguity in the
context of offender decision-making, and to test the impact of ambiguity
in punishment certainty on offender decisions. Methods: We leverage a
quasi-experimental condition among a sample of drunk driving arrestees
that are tested for alcohol use and subject to mandatory brief incarceration
for a violation. The treatment condition relaxes a zero-tolerance alcohol
rule, thereby introducing design-based ambiguity surrounding the certainty
of punishment. We use Mahalanobis matching and propensity score
weighting methods to estimate the impact of ambiguity on violations. We
then interrogate this finding with complementary sensitivity analyses.
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Results: When facing the ambiguity condition participants are 27–28 percent-
age points (84–93 percent) more likely to violate program conditions after
30 days of supervision. We demonstrate that a statistical difference in
violations due to ambiguity is still detectible at 90 and 180 days of super-
vision. These results are robust to alternative specifications and falsification
tests. Conclusions: This study is the first to examine the impact of ambiguity
on criminal justice program compliance using a quasi-experiment from the
field. We further demonstrate the unintended costs to persons under
supervision and jurisdictions of laxity in program design, which are applica-
ble across criminal justice domains.
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rational choice, offender decision-making, community corrections,
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Drawing on both theoretical tradition (see, e.g., Beccaria 1764; Nagin 2013;

Paternoster 2010) and empirical evidence (Durlauf and Nagin 2011;

Kleiman 2009; Nagin, Solow, and Lum 2015) scholars have long advocated

for policies designed to deter crime by increasing the certainty of detection

rather than increasing the severity of punishment.1 The empirical literature

that demonstrates a link between perceived risk of detection and subsequent

criminal behavior (Loughran et al. 2016; Matsueda, Kreager, and Huizinga

2006; Paternoster et al. 1985; Thomas, Loughran, and Hamilton 2020)

spans multiple decades. This line of research is primarily rooted in tradi-

tional rational choice theory (Becker 1968), notably applied to explain

crime displacement through a criminal opportunities framework (Cornish

and Clarke 1986) and situational crime prevention (Clarke 1995).

Classical rational choice is predicated on the concept of expected utility

theory (Rubinstein et al. 2007), which theorizes individual decisions to be

the output of a rational calculus weighing the expected costs and benefits of

potential actions. However, much of what we know about the influence of

sanction certainty on offender decision-making comports with the beha-

vioral science perspective that departures from rational behavior observed

among individuals often manifest in predictable ways (Loughran 2019;

Pogarsky, Roche, and Pickett 2018). In particular, scholars have demon-

strated that misjudgments about probabilities, specifically in terms of how

humans judge and act on them, are numerous (Camerer 1998; Kahneman

and Tversky 1979). Cook (2016:1159) argued this point explicitly in
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consideration of the mixed evidence generated by Hawaii’s Opportunity

Probation with Enforcement (HOPE) and subsequent Bureau of Justice

Assistance-funded replications (Hawken & Kleiman 2009; Lattimore

et al. 2016), which are programs built to deter recidivism in probation

through certain sanctions: “a relatively high (but far from certain)

punishment . . . will be the more effective deterrent when assessed by the

traditional expected utility framing but that that conclusion is less obvious

under the findings of modern behavioral science.”

This study focuses on how justice-involved individuals process informa-

tion about—and more importantly—act on perceived uncertainty through

the behavioral economics concept of ambiguity, or the degree of confidence

one holds regarding an unknown probability such as the chance of detection

or punishment. In this study, we integrate theoretical insights from crimin-

ology and behavioral economics to develop and test novel predictions about

the key role of ambiguity in offender decision-making. The study of ambi-

guity in perceptions of risk in criminal deterrence is relatively nascent, but

its importance has been demonstrated in the offender decision-making

process (Loughran et al. 2011; Pickett, Loughran, and Bushway 2016;

Pogarsky et al. 2018). We contribute to the understanding of ambiguity and

certainty in the study of offender decision-making by estimating an ambi-

guity parameter that to this point has only been described in theory and

approximated empirically in contrived settings. Leveraging novel data

from a “real-world” community supervision program, we test the impact

of introducing ambiguity around the certainty of detection into a decision

process in which an individual faces a real threat of incarceration for

program violations.

Using data from two states, we directly consider the role of ambiguity in

sanction certainty in the context of 24/7 Sobriety, a program that has

demonstrated important reductions in drunk driving for community super-

vision participants (National Institute of Justice 2015). Specifically, we

leverage a single difference in the implementation of 24/7 Sobriety that

leads to consistent but ambiguous sanction certainty in one state (Montana)

compared to another (South Dakota), thereby creating a credible counter-

factual comparison. The 24/7 program in Montana mirrors South Dakota,

except that they differ on one important dimension: the breathalyzer-

determined blood-alcohol concentration (BAC) level that denotes a

program violation is zero in South Dakota, and 0.02 mg/l in Montana.

Central to our quasi-experimental design, these violation thresholds are

explicitly provided to participants. However, the choice to drink (or not)

is made with ambiguity surrounding the probability of violation in Montana
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that does not exist in South Dakota. Evidence of drinking may not result in a

violation in Montana, but it certainly will in South Dakota. These conditions

provide the opportunity to make reasonable comparisons between a pro-

gram that incorporates strict sanction certainty and one that, in an attempt to

be more flexible, operates with more ambiguity, thus allowing us to test the

theoretical prediction that individuals will be ambiguity-seeking in the

presence of a near-certain loss.

Deterrence and Ambiguity

Deterrence is typically conceptualized as an information-based process of

threat communication (Gibbs 1968; Zimring and Hawkins 1973). Geerken

and Gove (1975) formalized the logic of deterrence as a social psycholo-

gical theory which ushered in the importance of perceived beliefs about the

costs and risks of punishment. The authors note (p. 503, emphasis added):

“[un]like classical economists’ assumptions that men accurately perceive

rewards and costs and then act, they expect a range of accuracy in predic-

tion of actual rewards and costs.” Embedded in this explanation is the idea

that individuals are prone to error and uncertainty in their subjective beliefs

about the consequences of engaging in criminal behavior. Thus, for decades

criminologists have been attentive to the study of deterrence through the

perceptual properties of punishment (Paternoster et al. 1983, 1985; Nagin

2013; Waldo and Chiricos 1972).

Behavioral sciences and behavioral economics, too, have long consid-

ered the implications of uncertainty about subjective beliefs, drawing a

distinction between risk and uncertainty surrounding this risk, dating back

to Knight (1921). Risk is commonly conceptualized as a perceived prob-

ability of an event, and ambiguity is the uncertainty surrounding that assess-

ment of probability (i.e., “second order probability”; Camerer and Weber

1992). For instance, consider the example of flipping a fair coin and obser-

ving heads. This likelihood is governed by a single parameter—the prob-

ability of heads, p. Assuming you believe our assertion that the coin is fair,

then you can conclude that the first order parameter, p ¼ .5. The subjective

belief that the coin is truly fair, meaning you are certain p ¼ .5, implies that

ambiguity, the second order parameter, is zero; any lack of confidence

about the coin’s probability of landing on heads in expectation induces

ambiguity.

In an early experiment demonstrating a paradoxical and consistent vio-

lation of expected utility theory, Ellsberg (1961) found that individuals

consistently prefer simple bets over those that are complicated by
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ambiguity. In his “one-urn paradox,” individuals were told that an urn

contained 90 balls, 30 of which were red, and the remaining 60 were a mix

of black and yellow. Asked to choose between a bet to win a prize by

drawing a red ball, or an alternative bet to draw a black ball, most chose

the first bet. When asked to choose between a bet where they would win a

prize by drawing a non-black ball, or an alternative to draw a non-red ball,

most chose the second bet. These choices are inconsistent. The result from

the first scenario implies that the largest fraction of balls is red, which also

implies the belief that the largest fraction of balls is not black (i.e., red or

yellow). This combination of preferences defies the transitivity assumption

underlying rational choice through the demonstration of ambiguity aver-

sion, the preference for clearly provided information (e.g., the proportion of

red balls), even when the expected outcome is the same.

Machina and Siniscalchi (2014) review the substantial evidence

regarding ambiguity aversion on decision-making across multiple domains

including public policy, finance, and consumer choice. The implications for

the role of ambiguity in punishment and deterrence, which by nature

involve fuzzy beliefs about punishment risks, are also potentially numerous.

For instance, Loughran et al. (2011) posit ambiguity aversion as a mechan-

ism for Sherman’s (1990) idea of generating deterrence from rotating police

crackdowns, whereby an otherwise fixed level of certainty of apprehension

became variable. More recently, in a set of experiments contrasting

expected utility and prospect theory Pickett and colleagues (2020) did not

detect a change in attractiveness of a criminal opportunity due to the intro-

duction of ambiguity in arrest risk.

An assumption, often implicit, underlying much of the theoretical ratio-

nale for ambiguity as a mechanism of deterrence, such as with rotating

police crackdowns, is that individuals are always uniformly ambiguity

averse. That is, less information about that risk yields more deterrent value

for any level of perceived apprehension. However, as pointed out by others

(Bleichrodt, Courbage, and Rey 2019; Kocher, Lahno, and Trautmann

2018) this idea is, in fact, inconsistent with Ellsberg’s (1961) original con-

ceptualization. In particular, Kocher et al. (2018) note that in situations with

highly probable losses, individuals should in fact be ambiguity-seeking.2

For instance, Casey and Scholz (1991a, 1991b) tested the effect of ambi-

guity on tax compliance and evasion using a vignette study among student

subjects in which the precision of the probability of detection varied across

conditions. The experiments yielded evidence of boundary effects, where

participants demonstrated ambiguity aversion and higher compliance as the

probability of detection neared zero (the lower boundary) but tended to
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become ambiguity-seeking and less compliant when the ambiguous esti-

mate approached more certain detection (the upper boundary). This logic

implies that in situations where the probability of detection is very close to 1

(i.e., individuals are facing a near-certain loss), the injection of ambiguity

may in fact be a catalyst, not a deterrent.

24/7 Sobriety as a Field Test of Ambiguity

Perhaps the most difficult barrier to studying the effects of ambiguity in

the decision-making process is properly measuring it. In their review of

ambiguity in experimental economics, Krahnen, Ockenfels, and Wilde

(2014: 8, emphasis added) describe the challenge of moving from the

laboratory to field thusly: “A main challenge for theoretical and empirical

studies is the issue of how ambiguity can be defined and how it can be

captured. So far, it is largely unclear how to operationalize the concept of

ambiguity in the context of real economic applications.” Since its intro-

duction into the literature on offender decision-making, criminologists

have also struggled with this exact problem (Loughran et al. 2011; Pickett

et al. 2015; Pickett & Bushway 2015).3 Prior studies of offending deci-

sions in the presence of ambiguity are limited in that ambiguity is studied

either in an artificial lab setting, or in the context of financial decisions.

While experimental evaluations of ambiguity in a lab or survey experi-

mental setting allow for direct tests of theoretical constructs with high

internal validity, the tradeoff is that those estimates are contrived and do

not reflect “real world” decision-making. As such, scholars have stressed

the importance of tests based on natural rather than contrived events

(Baillon et al. 2018; Camerer 1998; Camerer and Weber 1992; Ellsberg

2011).

The implementation of the 24/7 Sobriety Program in South Dakota and

Montana presents an opportunity to measure the impact of naturally occur-

ring state-level variation in ambiguity on decisions across otherwise similar

programs. We employ quasi-experimental evaluation methods to evaluate

the importance of ambiguity in situ. An experiment randomly varying the

definition of a violation that leads to incarceration within a single program

contemporaneously would provide the strongest causal evidence but is

ethically and legally tenuous. Another study doing so in a simulated envi-

ronment would have strong internal validity, but potentially weaker exter-

nal validity. Taken together, evidence from the field and evidence from lab

settings are complementary, and both types of studies contribute to the

evidence base on decision-making.
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The 24/7 program is a particularly apt setting for the study of ambi-

guity. The original South Dakota 24/7 program was designed to directly

reduce alcohol and other drug consumption through high-frequency

alcohol and other drug testing with the threat of brief incarceration for

failing a test or missing a test without an excuse.4 The 24/7 program is

grounded in the notion of certainty of detection for violation of proba-

tion conditions approaching unity, or in the words of program advo-

cates, “[t]he consistency and predictability of punishments make the

consequences of bad behavior clear to the offender, reinforcing the need

to make better decisions and change behavior” (Swift Certain Fair

Resource Center, n.d.).

Beginning in 2010, Montana replicated 24/7 following a similar path

from small pilot toward eventual statewide implementation. Montana’s

program was intended to mirror South Dakota (Wickum 2017). Both

states’ 24/7 programs combine high-frequency alcohol monitoring via

breathalyzer or a Secure Continuous Remote Alcohol Monitor

(SCRAM) bracelet, with the threat of certain and immediate but brief

incarceration—typically 12 to 48 hours without monetary penalty or any

record on criminal history—for participants that are found to drink

alcohol or skip a test unexcused while assigned to the program. All

participants are provided an orientation session where program rules

and expectations are reviewed. In both states, a judge may assign indi-

viduals with any offense that is associated with alcohol misuse to par-

ticipate in the program.

Our study focuses primarily on participants in both states that are mon-

itored using twice-daily breathalyzer tests at a court-assigned central loca-

tion in each county. Participants submit to a preliminary test via a breath

alcohol test device that meets the National Highway Traffic Safety Admin-

istration evidentiary standard for false negatives and false positives. Con-

firmatory testing of potential violations further reduces the chance of false

positives. In all jurisdictions, breathalyzer participants must travel to a

testing location where the test is administered during a fixed window each

morning and evening, though the window varies slightly from

county-to-county.

A Theoretical Model of the Certainty Effect and Ambiguity

The realization of punishment in the criminal justice system is often multi-

farious, meted out over the experience of arrest, pretrial detention, and

sentence. Each node adds complexity to the perception of deterrence.
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Loughran (2019) advises that before investigating systematic departures

from rationality predicted by behavioral economics, a necessary condition

a priori must be a fully specified rational model (see Camerer and Loewen-

stein [2004] for further motivation of this point). Nagin (2013) describes

how the certainty of punishment can be formally conceptualized:

[T]he certainty of punishment is conceptually and mathematically the product

of a series of conditional probabilities—the probability of apprehension given

commission of a crime, the probability of prosecution given apprehension,

the probability of conviction given prosecution, and the probability of

sanction given conviction

Specified this way, the multiple layers of punishment expectations, even if

not formally considered by actors in this manner as unique parameters, can

carry their own subjective expectation and inherent uncertainty. In other

words, doubt about multiple dependent parameters can compound into

increased variance around the product, thereby increasing ambiguity around

probabilistic expectations of punishment. Consequently, ambiguity

surrounding a punishment probability can manifest from multiple sources

downstream, which may or may not even reflect how an individual will

respond to uncertainty at any given stage.

The 24/7 programs in South Dakota and Montana present a unique

opportunity to study ambiguity in that, by design of the intervention, ambi-

guity can be isolated to a single parameter in the chain of events Nagin

describes. The program design of 24/7 has several features which allow us

to simplify one’s expectation about punishment likelihood. First, given the

nature of the testing, the probability of apprehension approaches unity

(i.e., participants are tested twice per day, approximately every twelve

hours). In both states, all failures result in punishment. That is, there is

no uncertainty regarding punishment conditional on failing a test.5 The

probabilities associated with the steps between apprehension and conviction

are effectively invariant at 1. These properties make the dimensions of

this ostensibly complex probability of receiving punishment reducible to

a single parameter, specifically, the probability of failure given testing.

In South Dakota, participants are informed that any detected level of

alcohol results in a violation, thus conditional on drinking, the probability of

failure equals 1 with certainty (i.e., no ambiguity). Conversely in Montana,

where there is a more lenient violation policy, participants are informed that

the violation threshold is 0.02 mg/l, so very close to zero but not zero. While

this conveys information about the risk of detection, it also induces
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ambiguity about whether or not drinking will result in a failed test and

subsequent punishment. In other words, when individuals decide to drink

in Montana, the perception of punishment risk is more ambiguous than in

South Dakota. This “noise” around the failure likelihood is potential

variance in subjective belief about risk, which captures ambiguity as

described by Camerer and Weber (1992). This variability between states

is the condition which our empirical analysis aims to leverage.

There are several key features of this design that are attractive both

empirically and theoretically. First, in any traditional setting, it would be

difficult to isolate the (risk) certainty effect from the additional effect of

ambiguity, as the two factors are easily conflated, especially with regard to

the closeness to the boundary, which would simultaneously affect both.

Hence, this major structural challenge of disentangling the risk certainty

effect and ambiguity effect is one that our design can uniquely

parameterize.

Second, the sharp delineations of testing and punishment certainty put

forth to 24/7 participants circumvents other key complications inherent to

most perceptual deterrence studies including the questions about the cred-

ibility of elicited subjective beliefs, both in general (Dominitz and Manski

1997; Hurd 2009) and specifically related to deterrence (Loughran,

Paternoster, and Thomas 2014), as well as key disagreements in the liter-

ature regarding the relationship between objective and subjective sanctions

(Apel 2013; Kleck et al. 2005; Pogarsky et al. 2018). More specifically,

program participants experience a structure that sets most key first-order

parameters to be certain or near-certain, including probability of detection

and probability of sanction given detection. Participants are explicitly

provided information on the other key parameter—the BAC level determin-

ing violation—and we observe their behavioral response to the threat of real

punitive repercussions, rather than elicited perceptions.

Hypothesis

We define the hypothesis of interest to explain the potential impact of

ambiguity when participants face certain detection in both states, and there

is ambiguity in punishment in Montana but not South Dakota:

Hypothesis: If participants are ambiguity-seeking, ambiguity posi-

tively influences their decision to drink beyond the threshold limit,

P(failure)MT > P(failure)SD.
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This hypothesis implies that participants make riskier choices in the

presence of ambiguity when facing near-certain detection and punishment,

which is an idea informed by insights from the behavioral economics

literature. In a variety of contexts, individuals prefer uncertainty when

facing losses (Kocher et al. 2018; Machina and Siniscalchi 2014). Further,

evidence suggests ambiguity-seeking behavior and lower compliance when

perceived likelihood is near the upper boundary when facing likely loss

(Casey and Scholz 1991b; Kocher et al. 2018). An empirical finding against

this hypothesis would provide evidence to support the practical intent of the

program designers in Montana, who sought to minimize violations by pre-

venting intoxication rather than imposing abstention. If participants are

ambiguity averse or neutral, their propensity to drink beyond the threshold

limit will be reduced or will be unaffected, and we would expect violation

rates in Montana to be equal to or less than those in South Dakota, that is

P(failure)MT � P(failure)SD.

Data and Methods

Our analysis relies on the similarity of individuals assigned to the 24/7

programs and in the 24/7 programs themselves in all ways except the

violation threshold. We combine data provided by the Attorney General’s

Offices in Montana and South Dakota from the states’ statewide 24/7 pro-

gram data management systems and criminal records databases with field

research including visits to 22 county programs during and subsequent to

the study period. The states’ administrative data provide detailed informa-

tion on a set of persons with criminal records involving alcohol misuse who

have a high risk of recidivism. We observed that the programs are equiv-

alent in design aspects including rules, policies, and funding from site visits

during the study period including observations of the testing facilities and

program in operation from a sample of county-level program administrators

from small, medium, and large population jurisdictions in each state, as well

as semi-structured interviews with state program administrators from their

respective Offices of the Attorney General (Midgette 2014; Midgette &

Kilmer 2021), cross-referenced with depictions in prior literature (Kubas,

Kayabas, and Vachal 2017; Stevens 2016). Practical aspects including var-

iation in physical settings of the program, participant characteristics, and

implementation fidelity were also comparable, which is consistent with the

published history of the two programs (Mabry N.d.; Wickum 2017) and is

evident in the similarity of the laws authorizing the program in each state
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(Montana 24/7 Sobriety Program Act 2011; South Dakota 24/7 Sobriety

Program Act 2007).

This analysis focuses on breathalyzer test information within two states’

24/7 programs that are uniquely capable of informing our understanding of

ambiguity in attempts to deter individuals from choosing to engage in

prohibited behavior. While there may be other features of the 24/7 program

that introduce some uncertainty into the decision-making process for parti-

cipants, the major design difference between the programs in Montana and

South Dakota is the blood alcohol threshold that determines a violation. We

mitigate several important potential confounding influences by focusing on

the probability of a first violation. In subsequent violations, the measure-

ment of deterrent effect is potentially contaminated because participants

may update their expectations based on numerous factors including the

experience of a violation after drinking and being tested, as well as the

punishment itself.

The analytic sample includes all persons that were convicted of a DUI-2

(i.e., a second offense of driving under the influence of alcohol) in South

Dakota and Montana and are subsequently assigned to 24/7 for the first time

between January 2010 and August 2014 via twice-per-day breathalyzer

testing in either state. We focus on DUI-2 offenses because both states

include participation in the 24/7 Sobriety program as remediation for

DUI-2 by statute and it is the modal category of arrest leading to program

assignment in both states. The laws defining DUI-2 are also consistent

across states. In both states, DUI-2 is defined as a misdemeanor crime

resulting in up to one year in jail, fines of up to $2,000, and one year of

license suspension with the possibility of a restricted license to allow travel

to work, substance treatment, and other defined necessary purposes. Both

states use a 0.08 blood-alcohol concentration to define the per se threshold

of intoxication, both use a 10-year look back period to define a second

offense and both define their DUI statutes to include alcohol in combination

with other drug use, or use of any drug (including alcohol).

We observe every breathalyzer result for individuals enrolled in 24/7

through year-end 2015. In total, 1.23 million breathalyzer results were

recorded for 4,682 participants. Our analysis considers 3,814 participants

in both states for whom we observe criminal record information.6 Since our

goal is to make credible comparisons between participants in 24/7 in

Montana and South Dakota, we believe the criminal record information is

key to making “apples to apples” comparisons. However, our findings

are robust to the inclusion of individuals for whom we do not observe

criminal record information. The outcome of interest in our main analysis
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is the probability of violation in the first 30, 90, and 180 days of program

participation.

Our analysis must confront two important considerations, one practical

and one theoretical. Practically, to the extent that alcohol intoxication

affects cognitive function, intoxication might confound our empirical

results. In this case, cognitive impairment is very unlikely to be a factor

in the marginal decision to drink tested here. Given both states test partici-

pants approximately every twelve hours, a potential failure can occur in two

ways: either a participant can consume any amount of alcohol in the few

hours immediately before their test, or the participant can consume multiple

beverages any time during the intra-test period. In both cases, the decision

to consume alcohol beyond the statutory limit in each state is equivalent.

Theoretically, a participant who consumes a single drink is unlikely to

differentiate a 0.02 BAC from zero, and a participant who consumes

multiple drinks is likely to fail a test in either state. As a consequence, the

part of the decision calculus that we are able to isolate is the distinction

between an individual knowing with certainty that evidence of a single drink

will lead to a failed breathalyzer test (South Dakota) and will definitely be

punished as compared to a decision in which the individual perceives that

there is some chance that by the time the individual tests the BAC from a

drink might have dissipated below the 0.02 threshold (Montana) thereby

avoiding a violation and the associated punishment.

Analytic Plan

To establish credible counterfactuals (Rosenbaum and Rubin 1985) in a real

community supervision setting, we employ two alternative methods to test

the robustness of our findings to modeling choices, Mahalanobis distance

matching (MDM) and doubly-robust inverse propensity score weighting

(IPW). Each method requires a set of observable characteristics with which

to establish balance between the treated group and a comparison group

drawn from the untreated sample. We evaluated a broad set of theoretically

informed candidate measures that may be related to program assignment or

violations (Apel and Sweeten 2010): participant demographics associated

with differential offending risk (gender and age), criminal history record

(the count of prior arrests, separate indicators of prior arrests for violent

crime, weapons charges, or drug charges), and community characteristics

capturing sociodemographic and socioeconomic variation (a binary

metropolitan area indicator, a binary for counties with Native American

population centers, poverty rate, median household income, and
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unemployment rate), as well as and alcohol availability as measured by the

density of on and off-premises alcohol retailers in each participant’s county.

The inclusion of uninformative or uncorrelated controls can both lead to

relatively poor balance and excessive variability in propensity scores

(Brookhart et al. 2006; Wyss et al. 2013) and can compound omitted vari-

able bias (Pearl 2000). Additionally, some measures such as unemployment

rate, median household income, and poverty rate are highly collinear. To

mitigate the risk of assignment model-induced bias, we exclude the Native

American population center indicator, median household income, and

on-premises retail alcohol outlet density from our final model specification.

We then estimate probability of violation under ambiguity in Montana as

compared to the certainty of violation (and subsequent sanction) in South

Dakota with the MDM and IPW models. For each time duration, we esti-

mate the average treatment effect on treated (ATT) of ambiguity on our

outcome of interest, the probability of violation in the first 30, 90, or

180 days of program participation. In the matching model, treated Montana

cases are matched to their nearest neighbor via Mahalanobis-distance

one-to-one with replacement to untreated cases in South Dakota.

The MDM matching approach is an alternative estimation strategy to the

propensity score-based method that is more commonplace in criminological

studies. Pearl (2009) described the potential for bias in point estimates

induced by propensity score matching. King and Neilsen (2019) demon-

strate conditions under which this concern, as well as a loss of efficiency in

standard errors, are empirically evident. The MDM matching estimator also

allows for a sensitivity analysis to evaluate how much hidden bias can be

present before the qualitative conclusions of the study begin to change

(Rosenbaum 2002, 2005). We also implement analytic standard errors pro-

posed by Abadie and Imbens (2006) that are consistent under a range of

underlying data distributions. We further present results that leverage a

doubly-robust inverse propensity score-weighted model relying on a logit

selection model as an alternative estimation strategy to show that our results

are consistent across alternative estimators.7 The doubly-robust IPW

estimator is unbiased if either the propensity score selection model or the

model estimating impact is correctly specified (Funk et al. 2011; Huber

1973; Kang and Schafer 2007).

Finally, while there is no direct test of the unconfoundedness assumption

required for causal inference from both MDM and IPW, we present two

sensitivity analyses to test the robustness of our findings. We first quantify

the sensitivity of observed treatment effect to hidden bias by calculating a G
statistic advised by Rosenbaum (2002). G is a crucial element of a selection
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on observables analysis because it demonstrates how much hidden bias

would have to be present in the omitted selection mechanisms to negate

the estimated relationship. In our case, the G statistic shows how much bias

from unmeasured factors it would take to negate the relationship we observe

between the ambiguity condition and the probability of a violation.

We also evaluate program violations for a separate sample of 24/7

participants who are monitored via ankle-worn secure remote continuous

alcohol monitoring (SCRAM) devices, rather than the breathalyzer devices

that are at the core of this study. Differences in the way that the device

detects the presence of alcohol transdermally require a different procedure

for determining a program violation. Detection of a violation for the

SCRAM version of the program is administered by SCRAM systems in

a single central location, and the process does not vary across states—

participants receive the same information, face the same threat of sanction,

and pay similarly higher daily fees than in-person breathalyzer participants.

Thus, the remote alcohol monitor-based program should be virtually iden-

tical across states. Central to the validity of our main findings, the differ-

ential ambiguity condition does not exist. So, if violation rates are

equivalent among SCRAM participants in the two states, it bolsters our

claim that the settings are comparable across states and that we have iso-

lated the effect of ambiguity on probability of violations using breathalyzer

participants.

Results

Comparison between Montana and South Dakota 24/7 Participants

Fifty-nine percent of Montanans violated by failing an alcohol test in their

first 30 days under supervision, compared to 30 percent in South Dakota.

Among those who fail, average time to failure is much shorter in the pres-

ence of ambiguity, 40 days in Montana versus 109 days in South Dakota.

Table 1 displays the unweighted pretreatment characteristics of our analytic

sample of DUI-2 24/7 participants in Montana and South Dakota to the

characteristics in South Dakota after weighting. Of the nine control vari-

ables included in the selection model, balance exists in the unadjusted data

among four variables based on the 20 percent standardized bias threshold,

and none are beyond the 50 percent threshold Cohen (2013) defined as a

“moderate” difference. Roughly 72 percent of observations are male and the

average age is 33.5 years. Among the sample, participants in Montana were

more likely to have been arrested for a violent crime, drug crime, and
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weapons crime, though only the difference in violent crime is statistically

significant in the unweighted sample. Montana participants also reside in

areas with marginally greater alcohol retailer density and higher poverty

rates. These potential risk factors suggest that participants in Montana may

be on average at higher risk of misconduct, including program violations.

Both models were balanced over all model covariates and all cases in

Montana—no standardized effect size for any covariate exceeded |20 per-

cent| in the MDM or IPW model.

Impact of Ambiguity in the Alcohol Threshold on the Violation Rate

Table 2 presents the output of the MDM and IPW models predicting vio-

lation as a function of the ambiguity introduced by a non-zero violation

threshold in Montana. The matching and weighting models produce nearly

identical results. The MDM estimates the average causal effect of ambi-

guity on violations among those facing the higher ambiguity condition in

Montana to be a 27.1 percentage point increase, 95 percent CI [0.195,

0.347] in the probability of violation, which is a 46 percent reduction in

the compliance rate. These estimates do not differ statistically from those

produced by the IPW model, for which the point estimate is marginally

larger (ATT ¼ 0.284, 95 percent CI [0.233, 0.336]). The higher probability

of violation in Montana remains significant through 180 days in both mod-

els, though magnitude declines to 26–28 percentage points at 90 days and

18–21 percentage points at 180 days. This decrease may be evidence of

Table 2. MDM and IPW ATT Estimates of Violation Rates by Ambiguity Condition.

Threshold Model n

Violation Rate
Ambiguity

Impact (ATT)

95 percent
Confidence

Interval�.02 BAC >0 BAC

30 days MDM 0.588 0.317 0.271 [0.195, 0.347]
IPW 3,814 0.588 0.304 0.284 [0.233, 0.336]

90 days MDM 0.588 0.556 0.257 [0.206, 0.308]
IPW 3,368 0.861 0.582 0.279 [0.238, 0.321]

180 days MDM 0.861 0.751 0.214 [0.169, 0.259]
IPW 3,006 0.965 0.784 0.181 [0.154, 0.208]

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001; MDM estimated with analytical standard errors based on
Abadie and Imbens (2006); IPW estimated via bootstrap to account for propensity weights
(Lunceford and Davidian 2004).
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experiential learning (e.g., through observation of other participants over

time) or evidence of differential risk between states among those who are

assigned to the program for longer periods. Since the mean and median time

on the program in South Dakota is longer than in Montana, those assigned

for more than 180 days in Montana may be a higher risk group than those

assigned to the program for the same length of time in South Dakota.

Nevertheless, impact on violations remains substantively large.

We find that greater ambiguity overwhelms the small difference in

defined failure BAC threshold, consistent with our alternative hypothesis.

This suggests that ambiguity is a salient feature of the decision to engage in

prohibited behavior, and its effect on violations is large and meaningful. We

estimate the net effect of ambiguity introduced by the seemingly small

policy choice to slightly increase the BAC threshold to roughly double the

probability of a violation after 30 days on the program and to increase the

probability of a violation by approximately 20 percent at the 180-day mark

among the higher-risk pool of long-term participants.

Sensitivity to Unmeasured Confounders

The most important assumption of causal interpretation of estimates gen-

erated by MDM and IPW is that, after conditioning on observed confoun-

ders, no unmeasured confounder exists (Angrist and Pischke 2009;

Rosenbaum 2002). In this specific context, unobserved differences

between the 24/7-eligible populations in Montana and South Dakota,

which have similar but not identical demographic characteristics, laws,

and criminal justice processes may confound our estimates if they are

correlated with differential selection into the program in either state.

We further constrain our analysis to examine only the probability of a

first violation among first-time 24/7 participants since the deterrent effect

of the program could be differentially affected by the experience of pun-

ishment after a violation in the two states. To assess the sensitivity of our

findings to this type of hidden bias in program assignment, we perform the

sensitivity analysis prescribed by Rosenbaum (2002, 2005) using the

Mantel-Haenszel G test (Becker and Caliendo 2007). Importantly, bench-

marking our estimates using G allows us to assess the sensitivity of our

estimates to hidden bias.

Based on the 30-day threshold MSM estimator, at G ¼ 2.27 our estimate

is statistically significant at p < .05. A value of G near 1 means a study is

potentially very sensitive to hidden bias. Our obtained test statistic implies

that some missing confounding factor would need to be at least 2.27 times
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more common in Montana to explain the higher rate of violations in the

state. In light of the documentation of the two contexts from qualitative

assessments based on field observations, interviews, and document reviews

(Midgette 2014; Midgette & Kilmer 2021), in our view it is unlikely that

there exists a factor that differentiates selection into Montana’s program that

can be simultaneously so influential and hidden.

We further examined the sensitivity of our results using SCRAM-based

method of alcohol supervision to interrogate the key assumption that pro-

gram and environmental conditions are equivalent across states. If there

were important differences in the program or other risk factors associated

with drinking that led to higher risk in Montana than South Dakota, we

would expect to see a difference in both breathalyzer and SCRAM violation

rates. Using the same Mahalanobis matching method, among DUI-2

24/7 participants on SCRAM we find that the 30-day violation rate among

463 SCRAM participants in Montana is statistically indistinguishable

(p ¼ 0.443) from the 1,537 participants in South Dakota. This is consistent

with the assumption that the states and programs are equivalent but for the

ambiguity condition (see Figure 1).8

Figure 1. Comparison of 30-day violation rates by state and alcohol supervision
technology.
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Discussion and Conclusion

The study of individuals’ responsiveness to sanctions is a question that is

central to both criminal justice policy and criminological theory. Multiple

studies using credible research designs show that increasing punishment cer-

tainty through strategies like greater police presence materially reduces crime

(Di Tella and Schargrodsky 2004; Klick and Tabarrok 2005; J. MacDonald,

Fagan, and Geller 2016), even though the relationship between policing and

crime is endogenous (Kubrin et al. 2010). That said, the relationship between

perceived risk and subsequent offending is routinely demonstrated to be neg-

ative, but often quite weak, pushing scholars to embrace insights from beha-

vioral economics to better understand the behavioral mechanisms underlying

deterrence and offending decisions more broadly (Loughran 2019; Pogarsky

et al. 2018; Thomas, Hamilton, and Loughran 2018).

In this study, we use unique data from the field to estimate the impact of

ambiguity on violation of an alcohol sobriety order in community correc-

tions, a direct measure of delinquency in the field. We find support for our

hypothesis. Decisions are more prone to error when ambiguity in the like-

lihood of punishment increases. Ambiguity introduced by changing the

failure threshold from zero to .02 BAC leads participants to violate at higher

rates under an ostensibly more forgiving condition.

While our findings about ambiguity are novel in criminology, they are

consistent with prior research in behavioral economics. In the context of

near-certain detection and punishment, ambiguity induces risk seeking for

long shots, consistent with Dimmock et al. (2016). Further, when facing

near-certain losses, individuals might actually become ambiguity-seeking

(Casey and Scholz 1991b; Kocher et al. 2018). Our findings are also

consistent with Ellsberg (1961) in that decision heuristics will be informed

heavily by clear signals among complex information. Both states clearly

define a violation to 24/7 participants; in South Dakota drinking is nomin-

ally prohibited by a zero threshold, but in Montana drinking is nominally

allowed in small amounts by a 0.02 BAC threshold. Participants are demon-

strably worse at distinguishing the threshold for a small amount of alcohol

than they are at distinguishing zero tolerance.

The logic that program design features can be low-cost policy levers

which might be able to influence compliance is not new and, in fact, is

gaining evidence. Many of these design strategies are based on the concept

of “nudging” (Thaler and Sunstein 2009) whereby “choice architecture” is

employed to motivate key behavioral changes toward compliance. For

instance, Fishbane, Ouss, and Shah (2020) observed a large beneficial effect
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of nudges intended to remind defendants to appear in court for certain

low-level offenses in New York City. Pickett (2018) provides evidence

on how providing additional information can reduce intention to drive

drunk in a hypothetical experiment.

Our results demonstrate that the potential consequences of ambiguity

should be considered in the policy and program design process. Whereas

ambiguity may have little influence on decision-making in a context like

drunk driving where the probability of detection is very low, our results

show that ambiguity tends to increase noncompliance when the probability

of detection is very high. Together these studies are complementary in

demonstrating that the effect of ambiguity on decision-making is context

dependent, and specifically depends on the underlying first order probabil-

ities. In policing and supervision activities where the detection probability

is naturally low, we would predict that ambiguity-sensitive individuals

would become ambiguity-averse, in which case an additional deterrent

effect could be extracted with similar levels of resources through efficient

delivery of a stimulus (Kleiman and Kilmer 2009; Sherman 1990). On the

other hand, when detection probability is high, ambiguity may have an

opposite effect.

Ambiguity is often present in policies, programs, and practices affecting

persons under criminal justice supervision and can be a product of a design

choice. In the specific case of 24/7, the implementation choice that intro-

duces ambiguity may appear to be in the mutual interest of participants and

the jurisdictions operating the program. Participants may be perceived to

struggle to maintain strict sobriety expected under a 0 BAC threshold,

whereas increasing the threshold to BAC � .02 allows for some flexibility

while still maintaining a low risk of drunk driving or other detrimental

consequences of alcohol misuse. The source of ambiguity we interrogate

is a consequence of a common practical decision made in community

corrections when a gradient of misconduct is feasible: How much detectable

prohibited behavior should be allowed before a punitive response is

warranted?

Our results show that policy choices that may be intended to introduce

flexibility may, under certain conditions, induce more of the prohibited

behaviors. Given the prior expectation of lower failure rates under the more

lenient .02 threshold, jurisdictions may expect to minimize the number of

expensive sanctions delivered (in this case, short stays in jail). In reality, our

results, which isolate the contribution of perceived ambiguity, tell a much

different story; nearly twice as many violations occur due to the ambiguity

that the program rules introduce. This may appear paradoxical to policy and
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program architects. On its face, the choice to relax a rule ostensibly allows

more flexibility and attempts to differentiate a high-risk behavior (in this

case, drinking in excess) from a less risky behavior (drinking at a level that

falls short of risking intoxication and its potential consequences). In cases

where violations carry expensive consequences for participants and juris-

dictions, as is the case in 24/7 Sobriety, drug and treatment courts, and

throughout community supervision, this study demonstrates that ambiguity

built into systems designed to monitor and deter misconduct may exacer-

bate unwanted behaviors. Yet, there may be ways to maintain flexibility

without the detrimental effects of ambiguity. A simple experiment provid-

ing low-cost portable breathalyzers to participants may minimize violations

without removing the flexibility Montana’s program architects intended.

Knowing another drink will push BAC above 0.02 may yield the same

decision that knowing a drink will push BAC above zero.

The evidence we present suggests, first, that the basic design of 24/7 may

be an effective strategy to deter risky behaviors in community corrections,

more so when ambiguity is minimized. This sheds light on the potential

theoretical mechanisms at play in Swift, Certain, Fair (SCF) programs such

as 24/7 and HOPE. Evaluations of SCF-type programs in multiple states

have demonstrated promising crime and substance use reduction effects on

participants (e.g., Hamilton et al. 2016; Hawken and Kleiman 2009;

Taxman et al. 2003). However, recent research has called into question the

universal effectiveness of strategies based on the SCF paradigm (Lattimore

et al. 2016; O’Connell, Brent, and Visher 2016), as well as the utility of this

certainty-based supervision approach and leading some to argue for the

outright abandonment of these types of interventions (Clear and Frost

2014; Cullen, Pratt, and Turanovic 2016). The potential sources of ambi-

guity in SCF programs that fundamentally rely on certainty to affect beha-

vior are numerous, from minor implementation choices that soften hard and

fast rules, to the clarity with which instructions and expectations are

conveyed, to core program components such as drug testing. In such

programs, ambiguity may result in adverse outcomes.

To test the effect of ambiguity in a field setting, we use methods which

rely on the assumption that no latent confounder exists that would substan-

tially change our conclusions. For this reason, we make causal claims with

caution and rigorously examine the estimated effect through sensitivity

analyses. Generalizations beyond the sampling frame of DUI-2 arrestees

in Montana and South Dakota should be done with care. There are few

differences in policies between the states. However, Montana law considers

DUI-3 to be a misdemeanor, while in South Dakota it is a felony. If the
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deterrent effect of a harsher sanction for a subsequent DUI in South Dakota

also reduces drinking while on 24/7, our results may be biased. However,

prior research has shown that individuals that are arrested for DUI-2 and are

assigned to 24/7 experience similar reductions in the probability of re-arrest

for DUI-3 in both states (Kilmer and Midgette 2020; Midgette and Kilmer

2015), which suggests the punitiveness of the potential criminal sanction for

DUI-3 is not related to the efficacy of 24/7 programs. For this reason, we do

not believe the difference in DUI-3 laws affects our conclusions.

Our findings in combination with prior analyses of the impact of 24/7 on

DUI (Kilmer et al. 2013, Midgette et al. 2020) are consistent with the

dual-process theory of behavior differentiating intuitive “automatic” from

reasoning “deliberative” self-control mechanisms (Kahneman 2003). The

theoretical framework for 24/7 is founded on the notion that the choice to

drink occurs before the choice to drink then drive—deterring the former

controls the risk of the latter. If the decision to drink and the decision to drink

then drive were made using the same cognitive process, we would expect the

large impact of ambiguity on the decision to drink would translate to a

similarly large difference in the decision to drink then drive. The collective

findings on the effects of 24/7 instead show that the choice to drink, which is

made regularly, is greatly influenced by ambiguity, but the less frequent and

multifarious decision to drink then drive is not.

The consequence of the ambiguity induced by a seemingly small design

choice appears to be massive. By reducing ambiguity, South Dakota was

able to achieve reductions in DUI recidivism and impose less punishment.

Punishment in the form of incarceration generates potentially large tangible

and intangible costs to sanctioned participants, and large monetary costs to

jurisdictions. Based on the Vera Institute of Justice Price of Jails Survey

(Henrichson, Rinaldi, and Delaney 2015), we estimate the cost to jurisdic-

tions of a day in jail to be, on average, $186 and for every dollar in

incarceration costs, ten dollars in social cost are incurred (McLaughlin

et al. 2016). The practical consequences of our findings may be startling

for criminal justice policy and practice.

Through the lens of rational choice, the decision to drink and risk jail

time in 24/7 happens when the near-certain and immediate expected value

of that consumption exceeds the less certain and delayed negative conse-

quence, to which participation in 24/7 adds the threat of jail time. For these

individuals, the addition of ambiguity about the likelihood of failure leads

to risk seeking with costly consequences that do not appear to be interna-

lized by the decision-maker. While we might assume that the zero-tolerance

approach of South Dakota represents a more punitive regime, our results
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reveal a different and consequential outcome that recasts the theoretical

understanding of punishment risk.
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Notes

1. A conclusion across both the economic and criminological literatures is the lack

of measurable deterrent effect of more severe sanctions (Chalfin and McCrary

2017; Durlauf and Nagin 2011; Nagin, Cullen, and Jonson 2009; Villettaz,

Killias, and Zoder 2006).

2. As an illustration consider the apprehension you might feel about checking a

credit card statement after a particularly regrettable spending binge, versus how

you feel when checking your banking account when expecting your IRS refund to

be electronically deposited. In the former you might choose to avoid seeing the

statement at all, versus the latter in which you check your account repeatedly

until it shows up.

3. For instance, while Loughran et al. (2011) are credited for first formalizing the

concept of ambiguity in criminological discourse, they nonetheless proposed a

quixotically coarse measurement of the construct from retrospective stated

perceptions, illustrating the difficulty of capturing this parameter in a non-lab

setting. Pickett et al. (2014) report results from an experiment in which they

measure perceived ambiguity among respondents in two different ways—asking

respondents to report a range for a probability versus having them report a level

of “sureness.” They found that while the two measures operate differently in

some ways, both elicitation methods produced values that were related to overall

levels of risk, suggesting the inherent difficulty of differentiating ambiguity and

risk perceptions, and, more importantly, that the values were correlated across

seemingly disparate questions, suggesting there might be an individual-specific

component to how individuals perceive uncertainty and ambiguity.
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4. Unlike drug and DUI courts, 24/7 Sobriety does not require participants to attend

treatment or work toward other pro-social goals, nor does the program bar such

activities; it only mandates desistance from substance use (Long 2009). Partici-

pants in 24/7 are ordered to either 1) show up at the county testing facility,

typically the county jail, every morning and every evening and blow into a

breathalyzer, 2) wear an alcohol monitoring bracelet that tests their sweat every

30 minutes for alcohol, and/or 3) submit to urinalysis or drug patch testing for

illegal drugs. Prior research suggests community-level reductions in repeat-DUI

and domestic violence arrests (Kilmer et al. 2013).

5. The devices are maintained and calibrated according to the manufacturer’s

prescribed schedule.

6. We obtained charge-level criminal history records for the entire sample in South

Dakota, and for 65 percent (n ¼ 777) of the available sample in Montana due to

resource constraints. The order of records matched was alphabetical, thus

near-random, so should avoid potential issues of statistical selection. We observe

statistical balance over the observable characteristics between observations with

missing and complete criminal history records. In Montana, administrative

records for 24/7 participation were linked to criminal records data by statistical

analysts in the Montana Attorney General’s Office.

7. Matching estimators are potentially valid for causal inference for those observa-

tions that have common support (i.e., successfully matched) and do not alter the

relative importance of any matched observation. Weighting-based estimators do

not rely on common support, but instead reweight the counterfactual group, when

calculating ATT, to achieve balance over the observable characteristics in the

data. The intuition underlying the IPW model is to minimize the difference over

our covariates between the treated and counterfactual groups to generate a

propensity score weighted composite of South Dakota participants that is

comparable to Montana participants (Hirano and Imbens 2001; Wooldridge

2010).

8. We also note that violation rates among SCRAM participants are considerably

lower than breathalyzer participants due to a combination of the testing technol-

ogy and potential differences in the sample of 24/7 participants that are assigned

to SCRAM versus breathalyzer.
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